3. P-admissibility. The 3-manifolds considered in this paper are, in general, not connected. Thus, any result concerning the operation of pasting a 3-manifold to itself will also apply to the operation of pasting two disjoint 3-manifolds together.
Convention. Let Tí be a 3-manifold which is obtained by pasting a 3-manifold M (connected or not) to itself across two disjoint homeomorphic 2-dimensional submanifolds of its boundary. It will always be assumed that the triangulation of B is sufficiently fine that the identification map M' -> B (which is induced by the pasting operation) is simplicial for some subdivision of the triangulation of M. In particular, the image in B of the pasting surfaces is assumed to be simplicially imbedded in B.
Definition. Let R be a compact connected 2-manifold. One says that R is P-admissible if the following holds : For any 3-manifold B (connected or not) in PC and for any pair of imbeddings /: R -> bd (B) and g: R^-bd(B) whose images are disjoint, the 3-manifold obtained from B by identifying, for each point x in R, the points f(x) and g(x) of bd (B) is in PC.
The main result of this paper may now be formulated as follows.
Pasting Theorem. The disk, the sphere, and theprojective plane are P-admissible. Furthermore, if any other compact connected 2-manifold is P-admissible, then the Poincaré conjecture is true. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Let the disk D be the image in B of the disks D' and D". If a given homotopy 3-cell can be imbedded in B, then there is an imbedding of that homotopy 3-cell such that its image C lies in the interior of B and such that the components of bd (C) n D are simple loops, each a crossing of surfaces. The theorem will be proved by an induction on the number of these loops.
Basis step. If bd (C) n D is void, then C^B-D = M-(D' u D")<=M. Since M is in PC, the homotopy 3-cell C is a 3-cell.
Induction step. It will be shown that if bd (C) r> D has exactly n components, then C is a 3-cell.
The regular neighborhood theory of Whitehead [8] implies the existence of a regular neighborhood of bd (C) and a regular neighborhood of D whose intersection is a regular neighborhood of bd (C) n D. The regular neighborhoods of bd (C) and D will be realized here as the images of a pair of homeomorphisms
such that the following conditions hold (see Figure 1 ).
(i) For all points x of bd (C), F(x, 0)=x.
(
In order to facilitate cutting and pasting the following additional condition is imposed. p. 111-19 of Zeeman [9] , for example). Definition. Let M and N be manifolds, and let /: M -> N be an imbedding. One says that/is aproper imbedding if/(bd (M))<=bd (N) and/(int (M))<=int (N).
The purpose of making the definitions of the next few paragraphs is to split the homotopy 3-cell C into two pieces, which will be called K0 and K¡¡. The rest of the proof of the theorem consists of first showing that K0 n K¿ is a disk, properly imbedded in C (which implies, by the van Kampen theorem, that K0 and K'0 are homotopy 3-cells), and then showing that K0 and K¿ are 3-cells.
Because of statement (4.1), it will henceforth be assumed that no component of C r\ D is a disk. Thus the components ofCr\D are all disks-with-holes. Each such disk-with-holes is contained in a minimal subdisk of D. An innermost component of Cnflon the disk D is a component such that the minimal subdisk which contains it contains no other component of C n D.
Let D0 be an innermost component of C n D on the disk D. Let l0,...,lm be the components of bd (D0), with the loop /" outside of the loops lx, . . ., lm on D.
Forj= 1,.. .,m, let E¡ be the disk on bd (C) such that bd (Ej) = lj and l0<tEj.
One assumes that the loops lu ..., lm are indexed so that if j<i, then the number of disks among Eu...,Em which contain Fy is not greater than the number of disks among Eu..., Em which contain F(. Thus, the first few disks (i.e. those with lowest indices) are maximal as sets among Ex,..., Em. Each of the next few disks is contained by exactly one member of the previous batch, and so on.
Since D0 is a cycle in C2(C, bd (C) ; Z2), it must also be a boundary, because the homology of C is trivial. Therefore, C-D0 has two components, whose It now follows that for i=j+l,..., s, the 3-cell
Thus, statement (4.3) is proved. (4.4) A0 and K¿ are homotopy 3-cells whose union is the homotopy 3-cell C and whose intersection is the disk R0, which is properly imbedded in C.
Proof of (4.4). By their constructions, the union of A0 and K0 is C. By statement (4.2), R0 is a disk. By its construction, R0 is properly imbedded in C. By statement (4.3), A0 n R~Ó = R0. By the van Kampen theorem, A0 and AÓ must be homotopy 3-cells.
It will soon be proved that A0 and K'0 are 3-cells. For this, it will be convenient to define certain new objects. Proof of (4.5) . This proof will be accomplished by a lot of cutting and pasting operations, and the amount of detail is regrettably large. An examination of K0, Kx, and K2 in Figure 2 reveals that they are homeomorphic to L0, Lx, and L2, respectively, in Figure 3 . In what follows the correspondence visible in the figures will be described rigorously.
For l^iúm, for y e /" for -1 ázzáO, and for O^u^l, let h,(F(H(y,v),u))
x [-1, 0], and let g¡ be the imbedding of (/( Since A0 xL0 and A0 xL'0 and A0 n AÓ is the disk R0, which is properly imbedded in C, and since C=K0 u K'0, the homotopy 3-cell C is a 3-cell. Hence, the 3-manifold B is in PC. Theorem 3. Let M be a 3-manifold (connected or not) in PC. Let P' and P" be two distinct components of bd (M) which are both projective planes. And let B be a 3-manifold obtained from M by identifying P' andP" under a homeomorphism. Then B is in PC.
Proof. Let the projective plane P be the image in B of the projective planes P' and P". If a given homotopy 3-cell can be imbedded in B, then there is an imbedding ofthat homotopy 3-cell such that its image C lies in the interior of B and such that the components of bd (C) n P are simple loops, each a crossing of surfaces.
The first thing to be established is that each component of bd (C) n P is a disk or a disk-with-holes. The alternative, of course, is that some component R of bd (C) n P is a nonorientable 2-manifold. One observes that R is properly imbedded in the homotopy 3-cel! C, and that A is a cycle in C2(C, bd (C);Z2). Since the homology of C is trivial, R must be a boundary, which implies that C contains a nonorientable 3-dimensional submanifold, which is a contradiction.
Thus, it is established that each component of bd (C) n P is a disk or a disk-withholes.
The next fact needed is that there is a disk on the projective plane P which contains C n P in its interior. Let Rx,..., Rs be the components of C n P. For = 1,.. .,£, it follows from the classification of compact 2-manifolds that exactly one component of P-int (R¡) is a Möbius band and every other component is a disk. For7= 1,..., s, let D¡ be the disk which is the union of R¿ and all the components of P-int(R,) which are disks. Let D be a disk on P which contains />! u • • • u Ds in its interior. Then the disk D contains C n F in its interior. Now let D' and D" be the pre-images of the disk D in the projective planes P' and P" respectively. The homotopy 3-cell C can evidently be imbedded in the 3-manifold B' obtained from M by identifying D' and D" under the restriction of the homeomorphism P' ->P" which is given in the hypothesis. By Theorem 1, the 3-manifold B' is in PC. Hence, C is a 3-cell. Hence, the 3-manifold B is in PC. A solid torus is a 3-manifold which is homeomorphic to the product of a disk and a 1-sphere., Lemma 1. Let T be a solid torus. If the pair (T, bd (T)) is P-admissible, then the Poincaré conjecture is true.
Proof. Let N be any compact, orientable, connected 3-manifold with vacuous boundary. By Theorem 6 of Wallace [7] , a homeomorphic copy of N can be constructed by removing from the 3-sphere S3 a collection of disjoint solid tori and sewing them back differently. The closure of the complement in S3 of the union of the solid tori is in PC because it is a submanifold of S3. If the pair (T, bd (T)) is F-admissible, then any 3-manifold which results from sewing the tori back is in PC. Thus, every compact, orientable, connected 3-manifold with vacuous boundary would be in PC. This would imply, of course, that the Poincaré conjecture is true. Lemma 2. Let Kbe a 3-cell and let A be an annulus (i.e. A % S1 x [0, 1 ]) on bd (K).
If the pair (K, A) is P-admissible, then the Poincaré conjecture is true.
Proof. Let F be a 3-manifold in PC which has a boundary component R such that F is a torus. Let F be a solid torus disjoint from B and h : bd (T) ->ia Suppose that (A, A) is P-admissible. Let g: K-> T be an imbedding such that g(K) nbd(T)=g(A) and cl (F-g(A) ) is a 3-cell. Since (A, A) is P-admissible, the 3-manifold B2 obtained from B u g(K) by identifying g(A) and hg(A) via h is in PC. The 3-manifold B3 obtained from B2 by filling in a 3-cell along the 2-sphere (R-hg(A))u hg(bd(K)-int(A)) is in PC, by Theorem 3 of Gugenheim [3] .
Since Bx and B3 are homeomorphic, Bx is in PC, which implies that the Poincaré conjecture is true. Theorem 4. If any orientable 2-manifold which is neither a disk nor a sphere is P-admissible, then the Poincaré conjecture is true.
Proof. Statements (6.1) and (6.2) are intermediate results. Let W be P-admissible. Then V is F-admissible.
Proof of (6.1). Let M be a 3-manifold in PC. Let V and V" be two disjoint homeomorphic copies of V on bd (M). And let h: V ->■ V" be a homeomorphism.
It will be shown that the 3-manifold B obtained by identifying V and V" under h is in PC. Let F be a solid torus in M whose intersection with bd (M) is a disk in the nterior of V (see Figure 4a) . Let U be a solid torus which is disjoint from M, and let g: F-> U be a homeomorphism. Let Mx be the 3-manifold obtained from cl (M-T) by pasting the solid torus U to cl (M-T) at the disk h(T n bd (M)) via the composition of h restricted to T nbd (M) and g~l restricted to the disk g(T n bd (M)) on bd (U) (see Figure 4b Each component S of bd (C) n A is orientable, for homological reasons given in the proof of Theorem 3, so it must be a disk or a disk-with-holes. None of the boundary components of S can separate k x 0 from k x 1 because then k x 0 and k x 1 would be freely homotopic to that boundary component of S. But each component of bd (S) is trivial, because S lies in the homotopy 3-cell C. This would imply that k x 0 and k x 1 are trivial in B, which is a contradiction. It follows that S lies on a disk which is a submanifold of the annulus A.
Let Proof. The following statement is the main fact needed. (6.3) Let V and W be compact connected 2-manifolds such that one can obtain a homeomorphic copy of V by removing the interior of a Möbius band from W.
Let W be P-admissible. Then V is F-admissible.
Proof of (6.3). Let M be a 3-manifold in PC. Let V and V" be two disjoint homeomorphic copies of V on bd (M). And let A: V -> V" be a homeomorphism.
It will be shown that the 3-manifold B obtained by identifying V and V" under h is in PC. The 3-manifold Mx is in PC, because of Lemma 3. Let W'= V u (A x {0}) and let W"=V" u (Ax{2}). Then W and W" are homeomorphic to the 2-manifold W. Let /: W -> W" be a homeomorphism which agrees with h : V --> V" on V.
Then let Bx be the 3-manifold obtained from Mx by identifying W and W" under / Since W is F-admissible, Bx is in PC. Since A<= Bx, it follows that B is in PC. Hence, B is F-admissible.
The proof of Theorem 5 is now easily completed. Let Q be any nonorientable, compact, connected 2-manifold. If m is the number of crosscaps on Q and r is the number of components of bd (Q), it follows from m applications of statement (6.3) that Q is F-admissible only if the disk-with-(m + r-l)-holes is F-admissible. By Theorem 4, therefore, if any nonorientable compact connected surface other than a projective plane is F-admissible, the Poincaré conjecture is true.
7. Added in proof. Let M be a 3-manifold, let F be a compact, connected 2-dimensional submanifold of bd (M), and suppose that the component M' of M which contains R is not a 3-cell. One says that R is incompressible if the kernel of the induced map irx(R)-+wx(M') is trivial. C. D. Feustel and the author have jointly observed that the proof of Theorem 1 can be easily modified to give a proof of the following theorem.
